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To all whom it malf concern: 
Be it known that I, CHARLEs R. ALSOP, of 

the city of Middletown, in the county of Mid 
dlesex, in the State of Connecticut, have in 
vented a new and useful Improvement in Fire 
Arms; and I do hereby declare that the foll 
lowing is a full and exact description thereof, 
reference being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, and to the letters of reference marked 
thereon, in which drawings like letters indi 
cate the same or analogous parts, and in 
which 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a smooth 
bore rifle-barrel with my improvement at 
tached; Fig. 2, a view showing a portion of a 
Smooth-bore gun-barrel having a grooved or 
rifled muzzle attached, the muzzle and a por 
tion of the smooth-bore being shown in sec 
tion; Fig. 3, a perspective of a rifled muzzle of 
a gun-barrel, with a portion of its diameter 
Cut away at one end and a screw-thread cut 
thereon; and Fig. 4, a view of the muzzle and 
barrel with differing diameters of bore. 
My improvement consists in applying to the 

muzzle of an ordinary smooth-bore gun a 
rifled muzzle, or an additionallength or section 
of barrel grooved or rifled in the usual man 
ner, for the purpose of imparting rotary mo 
tion to the ball or projectile at the moment it 
leaves the gun, and in so applying such rifled 
Section or muzzle that the impact of the ball 
upon the rifling in the act of its rotation shall 
cause the muzzle to have a tendency to retain 
itsposition upon the maim or smooth-bore por 
tion of the gun-barrel, and thus preserve a gas tight joint. 
In the drawings, A represents a portion of 

a rifle-barrel, having a smooth bore through 
out, as at b, with a removable muzzle, C, rifled 
or grooved, as at d, in the ordinary manner. 
The muzzle C, for practical purposes, need 
not be more than two or three inches in length, 
and the “twist of the groove or rifling must 
be such a variation from a right line as will 
be sufficient to give rotation to a ball or pro 
jectile at the moment of leaving the gun with 
out “stripping” the ball. The muzzle at eis 
reduced in diameter and a screw-thread cut 
thereon and made to fit into a female screw 
cut in the end of the barrel A, as at fin Fig. 

2, the said male and female screw being so 
formed in relation to the rotation of the ball 
caused by the grooves or rifling of the section 
or muzzle C that the said muzze will, by the 
flight of the ball, have a tendency to be 
screwed upon the main barrel A, and thus al 
ways preserve a gas-tight joint between the 
muzzle and the main barrel. In other Words, 
if the twist of the rifling is in the direction of 
right to left, then the construction of the male 
and female screws must be such that the Same 
direction of movement will permit the muZZle 
to be screwed upon the barrel. 

In Fig. 2 I have shown the diameter of the 
smooth-bore portion A and the rifled portion 
C the same; but for the purpose of giving 
greater impact of the projectile upon the rifled 
portion the diameter of the smooth-bore may 
be greater than that of the muzzle, say, by 
double the depth of the rifling, as in Fig. 4, 
so that the projectile, if inserted in the breech 
and closely fitting the smooth-bored portion, 
will be slightly compressed when it enters the 
muzzle C, and with certainty take into the 
rifling, and so insure a rotary motion as it 
leaves the gun. For this purpose the diame 
ter of the bore b should be made to gradually 
diminish to the diameter of the bored, as in 
Fig. 4, between the lines a a and af af. For 
muzzle-loading guns, however, it will be suffi 
cient to have the muzzle-piece C and Smooth 
bore portion A of the same diameter through 
out, and if a Minié ball be used the expan 
sion of its base in the act of firing will cause 
the ball to take sufficiently into the grooves of 
the muzzle to insure its rotation. 

It may here be observed that in firing an 
ordinary grooved rifle two motions are impart 
ed to the projectile from the start-to wit, a 
longitudinal and a rotary motion. The con 
sequence is a large amount of friction is en 
gendered the entire length of the rifling, and 
which acts as a retarding power; but by my 
improvement the initial movement is hori 
Zontal only, and with but littlefriction through 
the smooth-bore, so that when the rifled muz 
zle is reached by the projectile a sufficient mo 
mentum has accummulated to in a great de 
gree overcome thefriction of the rifling. Thus, 
the projectile having attained a high degree 
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of velocity by the time it reaches the muzzle, A riffled muzzle, in combination with a 
a rotary motion is imparted to it by the mere smooth-bore gun-barrel, substantially in the 
expenditure of a minimum amount of power manner and for the purpose set forth. 
for such purposes. 
Having thus described my invention, what I Witnesses: 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters E. W. N. STARR, 
Patent of the United States, is- WALDO P. VINAL. 

CHAS. R. ALSOP. 

  


